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illustrate examples that show the perfin sideways on the stamp so  
I assume that the usual orientation is sideways. As far as I can  
tell, the die is not mentioned in any of the Sloper ledgers so I  
didn't know how many patterns there were in the perforating head.  
I have tried with a single pattern (upright, inverted, sideways  
reading up and sideways reading down) to see if I can logically  
create strikes while the stamps are still in sheet form and  
failed. I have also tried with multiple heads (1x2, 2x1, 2x2 etc),  
a gain with the four orientations mentioned above and still failed,  
so I am forced into the conclusion that the strikes were made  
(perhaps specially) when the stamps were in horizontal strips." 

*          *           *           * 

INVENTION" PERFIN  I1850.01   from Dave Hill. 

 

I noted in the ABPS Year Book and Directory  
that the Patent Office had a stamp club and wrote  
to the Treasurer hoping he could help with the  
identity of the user of this perfin. Our first  
president, Charles Jennings, thought it was used  
by the Patent Office but John Nelson queried this  
as long ago as 1975.  

The Treasurer of the Patent Office stamp  
club also doubted this and eventually helped me to discover that  
G.A.Redfern & Co., patent agents, used the telegraphic address 
"INVENTION" but they could not confirm they had ever used a perfin. 
Redferns have offices in Worthing, West Sussex and High Holborn, 
London WC1. They previously had offices in Brighton, Sussex and  
Finsbury, London EC. 

No firm evidence here but perhaps members would let me have  
the dates and postmarks of their copies of this perfin. 

The Treasurer of The Patent Office stamp club, Michael  
Blackman, has joined the Society (see New Members). He is  
interested in "coat of arms" and MB perfins plus any connected  
with patents, inventions or trademarks. He may be able to help  
with queries on historical patents and trademarks. He would  
particularly like a copy of the INVENTION perfin. 

*          *           *           * 




